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**News and Updates**

**The Ethiopian Public Health Association convened 20th Annual Conference.**

The EPHA delivered the 20th EPHA annual conference from oct.26-28, 2009 with the main theme of the year "Road Traffic accidents as a Major Public health Concern in Ethiopia" at Hilton hotel in Addis Ababa.

The theme was chosen based on the feedback from the 19th annual conference and through further discussion with the advisory Council of the EPHA on the magnitude of the problem in Ethiopia.

Beside the main theme, there were a number of panel discussion sessions on major public health issues like, Natural Nutrition policy, Reproductive Health in higher learning Institutions, Multi-sectoral Response to HIV/AIDS Interventions

**Tobacco Control stakeholder’s meeting held in Ethiopia**

Stakeholders’ Meeting Examines Strategies for the Ratification of the WHO-Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in Ethiopia.

The Ethiopian Public Health Association (EPHA), in collaboration with the African Tobacco Control Regional Initiative (ATCRI), held a meeting for the ratification the WHO- Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on 14th December,2009.

Local and international experts and implementing partners reviewed the current status, prospects and progresses made in Advancing Tobacco Control in Ethiopia. Participants examined the latest data and guidelines on tobacco baseline information and made recommendations on the need for collecting valid and reliable data that will reveal the true picture of tobacco control issues in Ethiopia. Moreover, the need for effective strategies to ratify the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) was also elaborated.
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Be member of EPHA, enhance public health situation!
World TB Day - March 24th

World TB Day, falling on 24 March each year, is designed to build public awareness that tuberculosis today remains an epidemic in much of the world, causing the deaths of several million people each year, mostly in the third world.

24 March commemorates the day in 1882 when Dr Robert Koch astounded the scientific community by announcing that he had discovered the cause of tuberculosis, the TB bacillus.

At the time of Koch’s announcement in Berlin, TB was raging through Europe and the Americas, causing the death of one out of every seven people. Koch's discovery opened the way toward diagnosing and curing tuberculosis.

The year 2010 marks the halfway point for the Global Plan to Stop TB (2006-2015). It is clearer than ever that we must scale up efforts and continue to seek new and innovative ways to stop TB if we are to achieve our targets. We have made considerable progress. But the evidence points to an urgent need to do more, do it better and do it faster.

The theme of Innovation speaks to the need for a new way forward. The slogan **On the move against tuberculosis** reflects this theme through a simple, flexible and easily translatable phrase.

This year’s campaign will focus on individuals around the world who have found new ways to stop TB and can serve as an inspiration to others. The idea is to recognize people who have introduced a variety of innovations in a variety of settings.

World Cancer Day

4 February 2010

Cancer is a leading cause of death around the world. WHO estimates that 84 million people will die of cancer between 2005 and 2015 without intervention.

Each year on 4 February, WHO joins with the sponsoring International Union Against Cancer to promote ways to ease the global burden of cancer. Preventing cancer and raising quality of life for cancer patients are recurring themes.

A national cancer control program is a public health program designed to reduce the number of cancer cases and deaths and improve quality of life of cancer patients, through the systematic and equitable implementation of evidence-based strategies for prevention, early detection, diagnosis, treatment, and palliation, making the best use of available resources.

A comprehensive national cancer program evaluates the various ways to control disease and implements those that are the most cost-effective and beneficial for the largest part of the population. It promotes the development of treatment guidelines, place emphasis on preventing cancers or detecting cases early so that they can be cured, and provide as much comfort as possible to patients with advanced disease.

Source: www.who.int

Stakeholders’ Meeting ... cont’d (From page1)

of people’s representatives, Ministry of Health, Government Communication Office, Ethiopian Revenue and Customs Authority, Ethiopian Drug Administration and Control Authority (DACA), World Health Organization (WHO), Framework Convention Alliance, African Tobacco Control Regional Initiative (ATCRI), Addis Ababa University, Members of the Media and other concerned stakeholders participated the meeting held, December14, 2009.
HIV/AIDS Vaccine is Found to be Partly Effective
Source: http://www.hivresearch.org

By Bonnie Goldman, September 28, 2009

About the Trial
After years of failure and frustration, a major breakthrough has been announced in the field of HIV/AIDS vaccine development: For the first time, a vaccine candidate has been found to be at least partly effective in protecting humans from HIV. The trial, known as the Thai Phase III HIV Vaccine Trial (or RV144), was the largest HIV/AIDS vaccine study ever conducted in humans. Although it was sponsored by the U.S. Army Surgeon General, it took place in Thailand and was conducted by the Thai Ministry of Public Health in collaboration with Thai and U.S. researchers.

The trial had been controversial. Many well-known researchers in the HIV/AIDS vaccine field had not expected a positive result, since the two vaccines used in RV144 had each been tested separately in smaller trials, and neither had been found to have any protective benefit against HIV.

In an editorial that was published in Science in January 2004 soon after RV144 began, 20 HIV/AIDS researchers expressed their displeasure: "The scientific rationale that has been offered for the new trial in Thailand is considered by the authors to be weak," they wrote.

Nonetheless, the study continued -- and it was a massive undertaking. The US$105 million study (75 percent of the funding came from the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [NIAID], the rest from the U.S. Army) began in October of 2003 and did not end until June of 2009. Of the 60,000 people who were initially recruited for the trial (26,675 of whom were screened), 16,402 men and women between 18 and 30 years of age were selected for enrollment and split almost evenly into two groups: One group received a placebo, while the other received six doses over six months of the prime-boost vaccine.

The volunteers had varying levels of risk for HIV infection, with only a minority being members of groups that are traditionally considered to be at "high risk," such as men who have sex with men or intravenous drug users. The study was not designed to examine the prime-boost vaccine's efficacy in these high-risk groups, according to Merlin Robb, M.D., the HIV program director for the U.S. Military HIV Research Program which sponsored the trial.

The 8,197 volunteers who were selected to get the prime-boost vaccine regimen received the following:

In the final analysis of the trial, 74 of the 8,198 volunteers who received the placebo became infected with HIV, compared with 51 of the 8,197 volunteers who received the prime-boost vaccine regimen, meaning volunteers who received the vaccine were 31.2 percent less likely to become HIV positive after three years of follow-up.

- ALVAC HIV vaccine (the "primer" dose). This is a modified canarypox vaccine (developed by Sanofi Pasteur). It was administered at four different times: first at the beginning of the trial, then at one month, three months and six months.

- AIDSVAX B/E vaccine (the "booster" dose). This is a glycoprotein 120 vaccine (developed by VaxGen, 10nc., and now licensed to Global Solutions for Infectious Diseases). It was administered to participants at two different times: the three-month and six-month marks in the study.

- HIV testing took place every six months for three years. Participants also received HIV prevention counseling at each clinic visit.

(To page 6)
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The researchers noted that they didn’t see evidence that participants had increased their HIV risk behavior during the study. In the final analysis of the trial, 74 of the 8,198 volunteers who received the placebo became infected with HIV, compared with 51 of the 8,197 volunteers who received the prime-boost vaccine regimen, meaning volunteers who received the vaccine were 31.2 percent less likely to become HIV positive after three years of follow-up.

The findings met (albeit barely) the scientific definition of "statistical significance," which means that the results of the study are most likely not due to chance. However, some scientists are muttering that the results are underwhelming for the astonishing amount of publicity that is being generated by this news.

Much analysis on the findings still needs to be done. For instance, it is not known which of the two vaccines in the regimen offered the greater level of protection, or how important it was that two vaccines were given instead of just one.

For those who were infected with HIV during the trial, the researchers did not see any sign that the prime-boost vaccine affected their viral load. The majority of the HIV-positive participants will be followed in another trial; all received HIV treatment and care as a part of the study.

It is worth noting that the vaccine was not designed to protect against every strain of HIV. The vaccine was created to test against two HIV subtypes: B, which is the most common strain in the U.S. and Europe, and E, which is the most common strain in Asia. However, about 85 to 90 percent of the population in this trial has HIV subtype E, and the majority of the HIV infections in the trial also occurred in people with this subtype. Therefore, it’s still unknown whether this vaccine has the same effectiveness against subtype B as against subtype E, or whether it works the same in other areas of the world and against other strains of HIV.

However, the news that this vaccine had any benefit at all is extremely welcome. After so many HIV/AIDS vaccine trial failures, it has powerful implications for our long journey to create a viable vaccine.

The U.S. Army Surgeon General, the official sponsor of the trial, announced on Sept. 24 that a six-month regimen consisting of a "prime-boost" combination of two vaccines was found to be safe and lowered the risk of getting HIV by 31.2 percent compared to placebo.

But is this story truly as game-changing as most news headlines initially made it seem?

Reactions to the Results
As the news made its way through mainstream news outlets, many HIV/AIDS activists were less than impressed. One of the first groups to voice caution was Gay Men’s Health Crisis, one of the biggest HIV/AIDS organizations in the U.S. "While these results give us great hope, a fully effective HIV vaccine is still a ways off," warned Marjorie J.Hill, the group's CEO. "In the meantime, we know that using condoms and not sharing needles are two of the most effective HIV prevention technologies. With 7,500 people newly infected each day around the world, comprehensive sex education and access to proven prevention tools can prevent thousands of HIV infections right now."

Another organization, Treatment Action Group (TAG), one of the oldest and most respected HIV/AIDS treatment activist organizations in the U.S. offered even stronger reservations. "Based on the limited amount of information that has been released, it appears that the statistical significance [of the results] hangs on very few cases of HIV infection," it said in a statement. "TAG urges caution in interpreting the findings until more detailed information is available."

Other organizations and members of the scientific community responded to the study results enthusiastically, although none suggested that the modestly optimistic results from this study mean that a fully effective HIV vaccine is right around the corner.

(To page 9)
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7. Unemployment 42.6 (10.5% of respondents), lack of information 16.2 (4.1% of respondents), stigmatization 18.9 (4.6% of respondents), and lack of financial resources 32.5 (7.8% of respondents).

8. The mean age of the respondents was 31.3 (range: 18-50 years).

9. The majority of the respondents were female (61.4%).

10. The most common reason for seeking treatment was psychological distress (50.9% of respondents).

11. The majority of the respondents (73.6%) had received treatment for mental health disorders in the past.

12. The most common mental health disorder treated was anxiety (45.1% of respondents).

13. The majority of the respondents (81.6%) had received treatment from a private practitioner.
Use Caution with Herbal Supplements

Last year’s headlines about interactions between the herb St. John’s Wort (used to treat depression) and certain prescription drugs (including protease inhibitors) caught many people by surprise. Even a product that comes from plants or is "all natural" can interact with medications or cause changes in the body. The reason for the interaction with St. John’s Wort is that this herb speeds up an enzyme in the liver that also processes certain kinds of drugs, including protease inhibitors. If the enzyme works faster, then the drugs are cleared from the body too quickly -- a dangerous situation for people with HIV because the virus may be less suppressed. In contrast, research with human liver cells shows an herb called milk thistle may slow down this liver enzyme. This work was published in the journal Drug Metabolism and Disposition (28:11, p. 1270, 2000). Although research is needed to confirm this effect in humans, the slow-down of this enzyme system possibly could cause drugs to be processed more slowly, resulting in a build-up of drugs in the body and leading to more side effects or toxicity.

Don’t Flip Over Blips

In a recent paper published in The Journal of the American Medical Association (286:2, p. 171, 2001), researchers analyzed the frequency of temporary, low-level increases in viral load ("blips") and whether such episodes could predict failure of anti-HIV drugs. The researchers looked back at 2 studies, ACTG 343 and Merck 035, and used patient blood samples to measure viral load. They found that blips over 50 copies were frequent, but did not predict failure of the drugs -- in this case AZT, 3TC, and indinavir (Crixivan) -- over 4.5 years. A more important measure of drug durability seems to be how low the virus is suppressed when the drugs are first begun. Achieving a viral load less than 50 usually predicts long-term effectiveness of anti-HIV drugs. The researchers note that intensifying treatment (increasing dose or adding a drug) or changing treatment may not be necessary for patients experiencing blips. However, blips were not defined as an exact viral load (like under 500) or period of time (like 2 months). Also, the study did not look at issues like medication adherence, which can affect the success of drug combinations.

Sexual Problems and HIV Drug

Two recent reports suggest that HIV-positive individuals experiencing symptoms of lip dystrophy (a broad term describing changes in body fat occurring because of HIV infection, anti-HIV drugs, or both) may also experience sexual problems. At the recent 1st International AIDS Society Conference on HIV Pathogenesis and Treatment in Argentina, researchers from London reported that 63% of HIV-infected patients with fat changes complained of sexual difficulties. Men reported problems that included erectile dysfunction, orgasm problems, and loss of sex drive. In women, loss of sex drive, painful intercourse, and orgasm problems were reported. One observation was that few males had low levels of testosterone (male sex hormone), but several men showed increased levels of estrogen (female sex hormone). The researchers plan to study sexual problems in a larger group of patients, on and off anti-HIV therapy. The second report, published in the journal AIDS (15:8, p. 1019, 2001), found that a high number of patients on highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) complained of sexual problems, including a loss of sex drive or erectile dysfunction. A decrease in sexual interest was reported more frequently by individuals (men and women) whose anti-HIV drugs included protease inhibitors. For example, 34% of men taking protease inhibitors reported sexual problems compared to 12% of men who never took protease inhibitors.

The researchers believe that the relationship between sexual dysfunction and side effects of anti-HIV drugs (like lip dystrophy and neuropathy) should be studied further.

Source: HIV Treatment ALERTS! July 2001
The AIDS Vaccine Advocacy Coalition (AVAC), which was not associated with the study, was particularly effusive, issuing its own press release.

"Today marks an historic milestone in the search for an AIDS vaccine; we now have evidence that it is possible to reduce the risk of HIV infection with a vaccine," said AVAC Executive Director, Mitchell Warren. "It will take time and resources to fully analyze, understand and validate the data, but there is little doubt that this finding will energize and redirect the AIDS vaccine field as all of us begin the hard work to translate this landmark result into true public health benefit."

The 20th Annual Conference... Cont’d (From page 1)

area of child health and nutrition, reproductive health, Tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, Road Traffic Accidents, Malaria and other chronic diseases and emerging PH problems.

EPHA also awarded professionals and institutions for their best contribution in Public Health as part of the 20th Annual conference. Several pre-conference events were also accomplished. A colorful mass rally was held from Emperor Minilek square up to Ethiopian National Theater. A Public Health Leadership training for EPHA chapters focal persons was also held in Gehion Hotel for two days from Oct 23-24,2009.

All the research candidates selected by the Award Committee were awarded at the conference. For the Institutional Award the Ethiopian Red Cross Society (ERCS) is a winner.

The conference was held at the time when the association was in the process of finalizing its 3rd five year strategic plan for the period of 2010-2014.

In the conference the former EPHA president Dr Mengistu Asnake was Replaced By Dr Tewabech Bishaw. New executive board members Dr.Kunuze Abdela, S/r Tekebsh Araya, S/r workneshe Kerata and Dr. Assefa Sime were elected replacing board members who completed their term.
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH

Tobacco kills up to half of those who use it. Yet tobacco use is common throughout the world due to low prices, aggressive and widespread marketing, lack of awareness about its dangers, and inconsistent public policies against its use.

Most of tobacco’s damage to health does not become evident until years or even decades after the onset of use. So, while tobacco use is rising globally, the epidemic of tobacco-related disease and death has yet to reach its peak.

Fact 1
The tobacco epidemic kills 5.4 million people a year from lung cancer, heart disease and other illnesses. Unchecked that number will increase to more than eight million a year by 2030. Tobacco use is a risk factor for six of the eight leading causes of deaths in the world.

Fact 2
Tragically, the epidemic is shifting towards the developing world, where 80% of tobacco-related deaths will occur within a few decades. The shift is caused by a global tobacco industry marketing strategy that targets young people and adults in developing countries. In addition, because most women currently do not use tobacco, the tobacco industry aggressively reaches out to them to tap into this potential new market.

Fact 3
The tobacco epidemic is man-
EMERGING CONCERN

Social Aspects...cont’d

A traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as a blow or jolt to the head or a penetrating head injury that disrupts the function of the brain. Concussions, also called “closed head injuries”, are a type of TBI. Not all blows or jolts to the head result in a TBI.

The severity of such an injury may range from “mild”, i.e., a brief change in mental status or consciousness to “severe”, i.e., an extended period of unconsciousness or amnesia after the injury. TBI can cause a wide range of functional changes affecting thinking, sensation, movement, language, and/or emotions. Some symptoms may appear immediately after the injury and other symptoms may not appear for days or weeks.

Because of the nature of the injury and the symptoms, sometimes people may not recognize or admit that they have a problem. In post-concussion/mild TBI patients, recovery time is within weeks/months, but a small percentage has persistent symptoms. Patients with moderate to severe TBI may never fully recover their pre-injury function.

The rate of combat-related brain injuries in service members returning from the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan appears to be higher than in previous conflicts. Nearly 30% of all patients with combat-related injuries seen at Walter Reed Army Medical Center from 2003 to 2005 sustained a TBI.

Blast injuries are a significant cause of TBIs. TBI is often associated with severe multiple trauma, post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or undiagnosed concussions. Screening patients who are at risk for a TBI is important in order to ensure that TBIs are identified and appropriately treated.

Source: www.org.int

Fact 7:MPOWER policy 3: offering help to quit tobacco use

Among smokers who are aware of the dangers of tobacco, three out of four want to quit. Comprehensive services to treat tobacco dependence are available to only 5% of the world’s population. It is difficult for tobacco users to quit on their own and most people benefit from help and support to overcome their dependence. Countries’ health-care systems hold the primary responsibility for treating tobacco dependence.

Fact 8:MPOWER policy 4: warning about the dangers of tobacco

Graphic warnings on tobacco product packaging deter tobacco use, yet only 15 countries, representing 6% of the world’s population, mandate pictorial warnings that cover at least 30% of the principal surface area.

More than 40% of the world’s populations live in countries that do not prevent the use of misleading and deceptive packaging terms such as “light” and “low-tar” - none of which actually signify any reduction in health risk.

Fact 9: MPOWER policy 5: enforcing bans on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship

About half of the children of the world live in countries that do not ban free distribution of tobacco products. National-level studies before and after advertising bans found a decline in tobacco consumption of up to 16% following prohibitions.

Fact 10:-MPOWER policy 6: raising taxes on tobacco products

Increasing tobacco taxes by 10% generally decreases tobacco consumption by 4% in high-income countries and by about 8% in low- and middle-income countries. A 70% increase in the price of tobacco would prevent up to a quarter of all tobacco-related deaths among today’s smokers.

Source: http://www.tobaccofacts.net
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Traumatic Brain Injury

A traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as a blow or jolt to the head or a penetrating head injury that disrupts the function of the brain. Concussions, also called “closed head injuries”, are a type of TBI. Not all blows or jolts to the head result in a TBI.

The severity of such an injury may range from “mild”, i.e., a brief change in mental status or consciousness to “severe”, i.e., an extended period of unconsciousness or amnesia after the injury. TBI can cause a wide range of functional changes affecting thinking, sensation, movement, language, and/or emotions. Some symptoms may appear immediately after the injury and other symptoms may not appear for days or weeks.

Because of the nature of the injury and the symptoms, sometimes people may not recognize or admit that they have a problem. In post-concussion/mild TBI patients, recovery time is within weeks/months, but a small percentage has persistent symptoms. Patients with moderate to severe TBI may never fully recover their pre-injury function.

The rate of combat-related brain injuries in service members returning from the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan appears to be higher than in previous conflicts. Nearly 30% of all patients with combat-related injuries seen at Walter Reed Army Medical Center from 2003 to 2005 sustained a TBI.

Blast injuries are a significant cause of TBIs. TBI is often associated with severe multiple trauma, post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or undiagnosed concussions. Screening patients who are at risk for a TBI is important in order to ensure that TBIs are identified and appropriately treated.

Source: www.org.int
Dear Readers,

In the last several editions, EPHA through its “Felege Tena” newsletter has striven to contribute in a most effective ways to the Public Health issues in the nation’s changing health situation. To help achieve its principal aim, which is to promote evidence based policy making and practice in the public health sector, the newsletter has been trying to articulate research outputs and news in the sector. As it is the most effective means of informing the sector actors, the newsletter will continue to make its contents more readable, more reliable and that cover host of current issues. To this effect, in its upcoming editions the newsletter will try to include among other agendas: organizational updates, research findings and best practices, humors, thematic concerns, Social Aspects information on upcoming events as well as editor’s messages.

Therefore, hoping that you will enjoy reading the Newsletter, we also welcome your feedback. Your views on topics of mutual concern are important to enrich the debate and practices in the public health issues. Please send your views and comments to:

Publications Officer, EPHA
Email: epha@ethionet.et/mihretmariam@yahoo.com

Publication Officer: Mihret Teclemariam(BED,MA)
Publication Assistant: Zewdie Teferra(BED)
Editor: Berhanu Legesse(S.Sc,ACCT,BA,MPH)

Operating on Engineers

Five surgeons were taking a coffee break and were discussing their work.

The first said, "I think accountants are the easiest to operate on. You open them up and everything inside is numbered."

The second said, "I think librarians are the easiest to operate on. You open them up and everything inside is in alphabetical order."

The third said, "I like to operate on electricians. You open them up and everything inside is color-coded."

The fourth one said, "I like to operate on lawyers. They're heartless spineless, gutless, and their heads and their tails are interchangeable."

The fifth surgeon says "I like engineers. They always understand when you have a few parts left over at the end."

EPHA Executive Board Members......

1. Dr. Tewabech Bishaw.............President
2. Dr. Solomon Worku..............V/ president
3. Dr. Wakgari Deressa..............Member
4. Dr. Kunuz Abdela..................Member
5. S/r Tekebash Araya................Member
6. S/r Workinesh kerata..............Member
7. Dr. Zewditu Kebede..............Member
8. Dr. Assefa Sime....................Member
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